
Minutes from April 10, 2019 : 
★ Welcome to SCC from Tina Grover 
★ Tina turned the time over to Mike Duncan 
★ Mike asked Chalyce to review any minutes that we needed to go over. 

○ Chalyce just summarized that Michelle Gast, our literacy coach, came to talk about Spelling 
and Teresa Chang came to talk about Wellness.  

○ Chalyce asked if Tina would like to go over that since she missed last time. Tina said she 
would be happy to just read through it.  

○ Chalyce just mentioned that we approved the budget, we kept Reflex Math, and we talked 
about Battle of the Books. 

★ Mike mentioned that Battle of the Books was on the agenda, but Eileen Tew who knows about it 
from implementing it at Meadowbrook was unable to come today. 

★ Kate mentioned that when she has seen it the kids are excited and love to do it. 
★ Mike would love to have it especially for the upper grades. He talked about having Eileen maybe 

come and talk to the PTA about it so there are more people there to hear it. 
★ Signing the School Improvement Plan was also on the agenda, but since not everyone was there, we 

will sign it at our dinner for the year. 
★ Next Mr. Duncan talked about the transition to a new principal at Cherry Creek. 

○ Mr. Duncan is very comfortable with the transition next year. Everything should saty the 
same with Mrs. Darrington. 

○ Tina asked is she’s coming from a Leader in Me School, Mike said no, but she had been at 
Park where Lewader In Me was done. 

○ Mike mentioned that as long as Action Teams are going well, we should be set up for next 
year. He mentioned some of the action teams like Events and what they are over. 

○ Mike assured the SCC that our Action Teams will help make it a smooth transition. 
★ Next on the agenda was to ask if there were any sugestions for next year.  
★ No one had any suggestions right then. 
★ Mike mentioned that he was grateful for what was brought up and that they had taken the 

discussion about Spelling to the district. 
★ The last thing on the agenda was to decide on a time and place to go for dinner as a School 

Community Council with our spouses. 
★ Mike proposed that Chalyce send out an e-mail to ask what days would be best for people to go.  
★ Chalyce asked the council that was there which nights might be best and it started out with 

Tuesdays and Thursdays, but got switched to just Thursdays. 
★ Sandi suggested that we go earlier in the month of May rather than later when there are so many 

activities going on. 
★ Chalyce will send out an e-mail to see whether the first or second week of May would be better for 

everyone. 
★ Mike officially adjorned the meeting. 


